Dear Zoïe,

Thank you very much, we appreciate this information and will ensure appropriate citation and use of this image.

Best wishes,
Andon

From: Frontiers in Neuroscience [mailto:neuroscience@frontiersin.org]
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To: Andon N. Placzek <placzek_an@mercer.edu>
Subject: Re: Figure use permission

Dear Dr Vasung,

Thank you for your email.

In 2010 we were not yet using CC-BY terms that apply to our current publications. However, the effect of the license statement is very similar: anyone can re-publish it but must attribute the authors and first publication by Frontiers. The main difference is that CC-BY also authorises adaptation, modification, etc, subject to stating clearly that what is published is an adaptation of the original article and not a simple re-production. As you indicate you will be using unmodified content, you just need to ensure the the original authors and source are credited.

Please keep in mind that if anything in the paper, such as a figure, was already under copyright restriction from any other third-party, then you would have to seek permission to reuse the item.

I hope I have addressed your question. Please let me know if you have any other questions or concerns.
Best regards,
Zoïe Alexiou
Journal Development Specialist

Frontiers | Editorial Office - Journal Development Team
Journal Manager: Stéphanie Maret, PhD
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Frontiers journals lead in citations in their fields and rank in the top Impact Factor percentiles. Read the full analysis here.

For technical issues, please visit our Frontiers Help Center frontiers.zendesk.com
Dear Frontiers Editorial Office,

My student would like to obtain permission to use a figure from a published article in Frontiers in Neuroanatomy in her published Master of Science thesis. It contains the unmodified content from panel B of Figure 1 of the following article:


The authors and publisher are fully and appropriately cited in her thesis document. I noticed in the following license statement that this article is covered by a non-exclusive licensing agreement, I just wanted to be sure that I was properly complying with Frontiers conditions before we moved forward:

“Copyright: © 2011 Crittenden and Graybiel. This is an open-access article subject to a non-exclusive license between the authors and Frontiers Media SA, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in other forums, provided the original authors and source are credited and other Frontiers conditions are complied with.”

Thanks in advance for your guidance and assistance.

Best wishes,

Andon Placzek